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Step 1: Call up the SSB Ticketshop https://tickets.ssb-ag.de and click on 

             “English version” 
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The print of the VVS semester stamp with registration in the SSB Ticket-

shop is possible 

• for summer semester from 1st March 

• for winter semester from 1st September 

 

HowTo – VVS semester stamp 

https://tickets.ssb-ag.de/
https://tickets.ssb-ag.de/
https://tickets.ssb-ag.de/
https://tickets.ssb-ag.de/
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Step 2: 
→ Choose the product category “semester ticket” 
→ semester stamp University of Stuttgart: “purchase ticket” (is free!) 
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Step 3: 

> Choose the semester start: Valid from 1 Apr (= SuSe), 1 Oct (= WiSe) 

> enter your matriculation number (recheck the numerical sequence!) 

> choose the university/college: University of Stuttgart 

> then “to shopping cart” 
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Step 4: Check the content of the shopping cart → “Continue” 
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Step 5: Click on “Register” in the right frame 
If you did already register in the SSB Ticketshop and have already bought tickets 
you are able to login with your login details → in this case continue with step 7 
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Step 6: Enter your data in the fields marked with * and click on “Register” 

Important: 

Please write your 

name exactly as 

in your C@MPUS 

account! 
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Step 7:  

→ Check the entered data 

→ in case of errors choose  

    ”Complete or change“ 

→ if everything is ok: “Continue“ 

Information: 

After your registration you will re-

ceive an e-mail with your customer 

number and a link for confirming the 

registration. If you don‘t use this link 

your customer account will be de-

activated after three days. Then an 

access to the account will not be 

possible anymore. 
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Step 8: 
→ Check all entered data 
→ accept the Terms of Business and the data privacy statement 
→ “purchase now” the VVS semester stamp > it is free of charge!   

The semester 

stamp is free of 

charge! 
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Step 9: Print the VVS semester stamp on a DIN A4 sheet 

If the semester stamp is not opened automatically → “Download ticket” 

Attention: A print adjustment (reduction, enlargement) must not be carried out! 

Important: 

The VVS semester stamp has to 

be presented to the VVS audit 

staff in paper form. A digital proof 

via smartphone is only permitted,  

if you download the VVS semester 

stamp via an app on your mobile 

(instruction „VVS semester stamp 

as a HandyTicket“). 

A valid photo identification (e. g. 

identity card) has to be carried 

along. 
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You will receive an e-mail with the purchase confirmation and a link for calling up and 

printing the VVS semester stamp again, if needed, until the end of the semester. 

Another print is also possible via “My orders” in your customer account. 

Step 10: “Logout” → save the e-mail with the purchase confirmation 



Vielen Dank! 
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